GOLDEN SPOON

Can mother’s homemade dish beat that
of professional chefs?
A cooking show that 3 moms compete with professional
dishes and the judges are their children.

Genre:
Cooking
Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time

GOLDEN SPOON
In the first round, each mom cooks against ready-to-eat meal and professional
chef in the second round.

Every mother brings up her children with a lot of love. Every child would say
“Mama’s dish is the best!”

It seems that it is easy for moms to win over professional dishes since they
know the taste her child loves the most.

Also, mothers know their children’s favorite taste. They have been brought
up with homemade dish by their mother, and kids must like their mother’s
homemade dish even better than the dishes made by the first class chefs!

Moreover, children always say ‘mom’s dish is the best meal in the world!’ as
we interview them before the show.
However, moms hardly win over professional dishes, and this makes the show
much fun.Can mother’s homemade dish beat that of professional chefs?

Now in the kitchen at the studio, mothers are given chance to challenge the
professionals to keep their pride as a mother and to win the Golden Spoon!
Their little and innocent 4-6 year-old kids are the judges here.

GOLDEN SPOON
In the first round, mothers will challenge a food company which boasts
delicious ready-to-eat meals or instant frozen foods such as pasta, macaroni
and lasagna, dumplings, stew, and noodles. Their products are made through
the company’s great efforts and continuous research.
In the second round, mothers will challenge professional chefs, kids will make
a judgement which dish they like better.
The winning rate is 13.33% in the 1st round, and 0% in the 2nd round.
Witness the intense battle for mother’s pride!

GOLDEN SPOON
Highlights:
What’s interesting in this show?

FAQ

- In the past challenges in Japan, most of the mothers could not beat readyto-eat meal even though moms must know flavors and tastes of their children
love more than anyone.

- In the past episodes, we always picked curry that is cooked by moms. The
reason for choosing it is that curry is everybody’s favorite and every mom
has her own recipe. Also there are variety of ready-to-eat curry meal in
supermarkets.

- Before the show starts, TV crew interviews children what food they like the
most, and they answers “Nothing is better than mom’s dish in the World’.
However children, the judges choose professional dishes, which is so funny.
- The show has 3 important elements: food, kids, touching moments.

- We used ready-to-eat meal since its quality is so high in Japan. It can be
replaced to fit the culture in each country as frozen food, street food.
- In the screener, we showed company’s name of ready-to-eat meal, however
it is not necessary and we are not sponsored by them.
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